
Substance use during the teens years

RIGHT OF PASSAGE OR ROAD 
TO ADDICTION?



What IS Addiction?



◼ Drug abuse is considered a milder version of addiction, sharing 2-3 of the 
12 criteria found in the DSM-V used to diagnose addiction. In general 
someone who is abusing drugs, but has not yet become addicted, can 
stop or at least alter their pattern of use, while an addicted person is 
unable to stop use. 

◼ Problem users still suffer with the consequences of bad decisions, 
accidents, and relationship problems.

What is the Difference Between Addiction and 
Problem or Risky Use? 

http://www.centeronaddiction.org/addiction



Addiction is likened to...

◼ Diabetes
◼ Obesity
◼ Heart Disease
◼ Cancer
What does addiction have in common with these diseases?
◼ Heredity plays a large role
◼ Both can be found as negative outcomes on ACE Study Report
◼ Can be controlled, but not cured
◼ Some diseases, but not all, are what happen in our bodies based on what 

we expose them to ( sun, diet, toxins)

Bad Habit or Brain Disease?

http://www.centeronaddiction.org/addiction/disease-model-addiction

The initial and early decisions to use substances reflect a person’s free or conscious 
choice. However, once the brain has been changed by addiction, that choice or willpower 
becomes impaired. Perhaps the most defining symptom of addiction is a loss of control 
over substance use.  All people make choices about whether to use substances. 
However, people do not choose how their brain and body respond to drugs and alcohol, 
which is why people with addiction cannot control their use while others can. People with 
addiction can still stop using – it’s just much harder than it is for someone who has not 
become addicted.



◼ Initial use is almost always a choice
◼ Not every teen who uses is disadvantaged
◼ Addiction can create damaging and highly antisocial behavior such as:
◼ Deceit
◼ Violence
◼ Crime

If Addiction is a Disease, Why is it Stigmatized?

Last year my student group interviewed many people in recovery from opioid 
addiction and one women we interviewed who had been addicted to pills described 
her behaviour while addicted as always being justified by the sense that she was in 
the midst of an emergency. That was her justification for every thing she stole, every 
lie she told. She felt like she was going to die if she didn’t get her pills so she did what 
she had to do because this was life or death- an emergency. 



https://youtu.be/P--6LEbksds

Addiction Statistics

https://youtu.be/P--6LEbksds
https://youtu.be/P--6LEbksds


How Many 
Suffer with 
Addiction?

http://www.centeronaddiction.org/addiction-research/reports/addiction-medicine



Inequity in 
Addiction 
Treatment

http://www.centeronaddiction.org/addiction-research/reports/addiction-medicine



Inequity in 
Treatment



How our Brains Operate



Neurons



A Neuron’s Parts



Synapse and Neurotransmitters
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◼ They hijack the pleasure/motivation centers of your brain

◼ They are rewarding/self-reinforcing

◼ They can numb pain/grief/loss

◼ The changes that happen in your brain due to repeated drug use can 
leave you incapable of feeling good without the drug

What Makes a Drug So Addictive? 



Natural vs. Unnatural Dopamine Release Rates

Image used courtesy of Dr. Ruth Potee

As you can see from this bar graph, the natural dopamine levels of our brain can be 
drastically altered by certain drugs. Baseline, food, and sex depict the normal range of 
dopamine levels. Dopamine is designed to help us survive by rewarding us for 
pursuing activities that ensure our survival and continuation of our species. 
What happens to you when you take something that sends your dopamine levels into 
orbit, like say, Methamphetamines? 
Dopamine levels:



How a ‘Normal’ 
Brain Responds 
to Dopamine 
Spikes

Slide used courtesy of Dr. Ruth Potee

Well, the first time you take it feels AMAZING! It feels so good that you can think of 
nothing else you would like to do more. But like all things that seem too good to be 
true, it ends. 



How an 
Addicted 
Brain 
Responds to 
Dopamine 
Spikes

Slide used courtesy of Dr. Ruth Potee

Your brain’s main role is to make sure you don’t die and it takes its job seriously. Your 
brain is a fine tuned and highly sophisticated organ and it does not like to be be 
disrupted. In the beginning stages of drug use, your brain is caught off guard and 
allows itself to be flooded with dopamine. But after repeated use, it catches on to this 
trend and starts to correct for it by either blocking dopamine receptors, removing 
some, or reabsorbing the excessive amounts of dopamine so that your brain can 
maintain its sense of equilibrium. Once you are addicted, this self-correction of your 
brain makes it so that you need more and more of the drug in order to feel ‘high’ 
anymore. After repeated use an addicted user becomes incapable of ever really 
feeling high again and instead needs to drug just to stop feeling bad, for the flood of 
dopamine caused your brain to shut down receptors or kill them, so you are less able 
to access and benefit from your naturally occurring dopamine. This leaves you feeling 
miserable and unable to function normally.  



◼ Exposure to substance, especially during time of brain development
◼ Positive experience
◼ Repeated use
◼ Escape from pain
◼ Social acceptance
◼ Vulnerability to addiction ( more on this later)

How Does Addiction Start?



https://youtu.be/pUkrPNxLau0

Dr. Nora Volkow on Dopamine

https://youtu.be/pUkrPNxLau0
https://youtu.be/pUkrPNxLau0


All Go, Faulty Brakes

(image credit: http://www.kristinnoelle.com/2011/05/11/life-beyond-fear-lizard-brain/)

Why are adolescents more susceptible to  becoming addicted to a substance? It is 
due to how they are wired. The brain goes through many stages of development. 
There is a ton of activity prenatally, during the toddler-early childhood years, and then 
during adolescence. Adolescence is a time of pruning and myelination. Pruning is the 
removal of seldom used neural connections  ( think of the use it or lose it saying). 
What fires together wires together. So during this time period language acquisition is 
high, learning in general is high. What the teen actively engages in becomes 
hardwired into his or her brain.  The rear part of their brains, or lizard brain, 
responsible for feelings, desire, and action, develops first so during these years this 
part of the brain is the most responsive and influential. The front part of the brain ( 
responsible for forethought, caution, and organization, is still a work in progress. It is 
not that teens are incapable of making informed decisions or incapable of controlling 
themselves, but due to the fact that their hind brain is so active and the front brain isn’
t fully developed yet, it is harder for them to put the brakes on when they are in 
stressful or emotionally charged situations. This puts them at greater risk for addiction 
because they are wired to be sensory and risk seeking. The addition of substances 
during these years actually alters brain development more than it can during our adult 
years, when our brain has finished the myelination process and our prefrontal cortex 
is mature. They feel everything much more deeply than they ever will again. 



•

Addiction is Hardwired

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULwv1RcfEqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULwv1RcfEqM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULwv1RcfEqM


Our Neurons Change as We Age

● Between  ages of 7-11 
massive increase in 
connections occur

● Between ages of 12-14 
intense pruning of 
connections occur 

● At age 15 pruning 
slows and myelination 
of the long white matter 
tracts begin

http://www.slideshare.net/sccarroll68/teen-brain-slideshare?qid=76e23ed5-8568-4f4e-a5a3-
37cdf4d7ec3a&v=&b=&from_search=1



Most myelination occurs 
between 18 and 24 years old

•The frontal lobes are the last 
area to myelinate

•Judgment, emotional stability 
and impulse control become 
possible around 25yo (car 
insurance)

Myelination Stage ages 18-24

http://www.slideshare.net/sccarroll68/teen-brain-slideshare?qid=76e23ed5-8568-4f4e-a5a3-
37cdf4d7ec3a&v=&b=&from_search=1





Rite of Passage



Use rates today





Similarities? 

This is what we pay attention to. Nearly every increase in a drug’s use by teens is 
precipitated by a decrease in perception of harm and an increase in social 
acceptance in terms of the drug.



Is Everyone at Risk for Addiction?

Genetics Early Use Trauma

Slide used compliments of Dr. Ruth Potee

96.5% cases of addiction start with substance use before the age of 21 

when the brain is still developing

http://www.centeronaddiction.org/addiction-research/reports/addiction-medicine

These are the three biggest contributing factors that put someone at risk of addiction: 
family history, Early and frequent use, and a history of trauma



Adverse Childhood 

Experience Study





As you look over these statistics, think of your family of origin, think of the students 
you serve. How many would you estimate have life experiences that put that at risk? 







https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5f1nmqiHIII

How Addiction Changes Your Brain

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5f1nmqiHIII
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5f1nmqiHIII


What Kids Ask Me and What You Can Offer Kids



It’s not because it is harmless...

◼ Banning it failed
◼ Used in religious ceremonies
◼ Powerful lobbyists
◼ Civil liberties

When I present on substances to high school students this question is almost always 
asked and is often asked in conjunction with why isn’t marijuana legal. 



•
•
•
•
•
•

http://madd2.pub30.convio.net/high-school-parents/highschool-why.html


◼ Drugs can cause brain damage leaving a person unable to feel natural 
pleasure from normal activities which can lead to depression or anxiety

◼ Some people have a genetic predisposition for a mental illness and it can 
be triggered by drug use ( causes gene expression that may not have 
happened without introduction of drugs)

◼ There may be a pre-existing MI that was covered by self-medication with 
cocaine

◼ Risk taking behavior can lead to trauma which can lead to MI

Why do certain drugs like cocaine trigger mental 
illness? 



Maybe, maybe not...it depends on many factors 
The amount consumed can be a deciding factor that could lead to:
◼ Alcohol poisoning
◼ Overdose
◼ Heart attack
◼ Psychotic break
◼ Everyone is different, and illicit drugs are not regulated, so potency and 

purity are never known entities

If you do drugs once will you get any of the 
negative long term effects?



◼ This is defined as ‘social pressure’
◼ Direct social pressure is when friends offer you drugs
◼ Indirect social pressure is when friends use drugs around you
◼ Learn refusal skills that feel natural to you
◼ Be firm and consistant, say, “no thanks”, “I don’t want any”, “I’m good” ,
“My parents would flip, you know that!”, “Soccer/track.football is in season, 
can’t risk it”

What if your friends don’t pressure you to do drugs, but 
they do it around you and ask you if you want to try? 

What do you say?



https://youtu.be/g2gVzVIBc_g

Alcohol and the Teenage Brain

https://youtu.be/g2gVzVIBc_g
https://youtu.be/g2gVzVIBc_g


How Do People Become Addicted to Marijuana? 

http://headsup.scholastic.com/students/the-science-of-marijuana

http://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-reports/marijuana/references
http://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-reports/marijuana/references
http://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-reports/marijuana/references
http://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-reports/marijuana/references
http://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-reports/marijuana/references
http://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-reports/marijuana/references
http://www.drugabuse.gov/publications/research-reports/marijuana/references
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/psychopharmacology


https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/depression
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/depression
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/self-control
https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/self-control


◼ The short answer is, “No.”
◼ Teens see even small sips of wine at home as parental approval
◼ Higher risk for binge drinking
◼ Teens are less susceptible to the bad effects of alcohol ( hang overs, etc.) 

and more likely to experience the rewarding effects
◼ More likely to experiment with other substances
◼ European youth who drink earlier, have higher rates of binge drinking 

than American youth 
◼ Early exposure is linked to a greater risk for addiction

Should I ‘Teach’ my Kids How to Drink?

http://www.centeronaddiction.org/the-buzz-blog/just-sip-risks-letting-kids-try-alcohol

Youth Drinking Rates and Problems: A Comparison of European Countries and the United States Bettina 
Friese and Joel W. Grube Prevention Research Center Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation



Marijuana Has Changed



How to Keep Kids Drug Free

http://www.centeronaddiction.org/newsroom/multimedia-library



THANK YOU!!!!



http://www.slideshare.net/MichelleMeyer10/soc-204-goldberg-chapter-5-57657576



Endocannabinoid System

http://headsup.scholastic.com/students/the-
science-of-marijuana


